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Geographic Information Coordinating Council 

MANAGEMENT AND OPERATIONS COMMITTEE 
January 21, 2014 

1:00 to 2:00 PM 

OITS 

3700 Wake Forest Road 

Conference Room 4 

 

MINUTES 
 

1. Welcome [Stan]  

Stan Duncan welcomed John Farley, Ryan Draughn, Tim Johnson, and David Giordano in 

person, and Drew Pilant (for Linda Rimer), Colleen Sharpe, and Kathryn Clifton on the phone. 

Absent: Bob Brinson and Sarah Porper 
 

2. Approval of Minutes of the December 16th Meeting – approved as submitted.  

 

3. Quick Updates  

a. EPA Parcels Project   

Tim summarized a brief report from Jeff Brown (absent). National outreach for the project 

includes the GIS/CAMA conference in Jacksonville, Florida in February.  Pam Carver, Tom Morgan, 

and Nancy von Meyer will present on a panel.  Also, the program committee for the national 

conference for the EPA Exchange Network in Philadelphia late next month invited Jeff Brown and 

Jeff Harrison of the Carbon Project to do a presentation for a breakout session.  In terms of 

accomplishments, the project is progressing toward completion at the end of April.  Technical 

highlights:  

 Deployed multiple updates to Transformer Version 2.0 in cloud hosting environment.  

Developed translation models and completed transforming data for 23 counties out of 

25 target counties. Point data automatically generated. 

 Jobs module packages were deployed for transformed county datasets (polygons and 

points). 

 Quality assurance tests applied to 18 counties; minor modifications to translation 

models. 

 Prototype WFS and EN REST Services designed and testing underway.  Services to 

deploy XML and JSON formats for Parcel data design and testing underway. 

 Data Flow architecture coordinated with NC OneMap for ingesting WFS and 

generating data and services for non-node users. 

 NCID integration for user authentication underway. 

 Documentation including metadata, business rules, and data managers’ guide 

underway. 

Stan added that he had a conversation with David Baker to identify another 30 counties that have up-

to-date records that could be part of a second phase of data transformation.  David is working on a 

list for Stan.  A second phase is important to get underway in short order.  
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b. Statewide Orthoimagery Program 

Tim presented slides and described the status of the program.  The program is moving 

through the four-year plan to update 2010 imagery in four phases.  The project team has scheduled 

imagery delivery sessions with Public Safety Answering Points (PSAPs) in the Eastern Piedmont 

region (2013 imagery) for this week and next.  The five imagery delivery locations include 

Fayetteville where Fort Bragg will participate and share secure imagery captured over the installation 

with local PSAPs only.  The other delivery locations are Durham, Raleigh, Elizabethtown, and 

Rocky Mount. Gary Thompson, NC Geodetic Survey, is managing the horizontal quality control.  

The project is on schedule to have imagery available on NC OneMap on February 1.  The PSAPs 

have 60 days for a final review of the data.  Contracts for the 2013 contractors will end in May.  

The Northern Piedmont and Mountains (2014 imagery) phase now has signed contracts in 

place and work is underway.  There are five contractors for this phase.  The four contractors from the 

2013 phase (Atlas Geographic Data, Spatial Data Consultants, Photo Science, and Surdex) will be 

joined by Sanborn.  There will be three new sensors employed in this phase with anticipation that 

acquisition will be more efficient and cost-effective in the mountain areas of the phase.  Counties 

have been assigned to the contractors.  Tim added that the reason for dividing mountain areas 

between 2014 and 2015 phases was to reduce the risk of weather conditions to imagery acquisition.   

Sample land cover imagery has been selected to guide the contractors in calibrating color balance 

early in the project.  Flight planning is underway.  Flights are expected to begin in February in 

Piedmont areas and continue into April in the mountains.  Outreach to PSAPs is underway.  Also, 

CGIA has been in touch with the City of High Point about its negotiations with Spatial Data 

Consultants to acquire higher resolution imagery over the city.  In addition, Appalachian State 

University had planned to fly imagery, but CGIA worked with officials to reach a conclusion that 

2014 products would meet the needs of the university. 

 

John Farley asked if Management and Operations could get a similar report about the new 

LIDAR project that John Dorman’s office has kicked off.  NCDOT committed a large amount of 

money to contribute to the project.  The LIDAR project includes land cover classification. John 

pointed out that imagery is also involved in land cover classification, meaning that the imagery and 

LIDAR projects overlap and should fit together in terms of products. LIDAR is a valuable dataset to 

NCDOT for its own imagery acquisition in project areas.  Beyond NCDOT, there are many users in 

state and local governments who need to be informed to avoid duplication of LIDAR acquisition.  

 

Stan agreed that the projects are complementary and he plans to request a 30-minute 

presentation by John Dorman at the next Council meeting.  Committee members acknowledged that 

Council members may request regular reports from an agency represented on the Council. Stan noted 

that this approach fits into Executive Order 30.  Tim added that Hope Morgan presented to the 

Statewide Mapping Advisory Committee on January 15, and the committee expressed interest on 

behalf of the Council.  Stan observed that LIDAR is complementary to orthoimagery, seamless 

parcels, and other base mapping datasets.   

 

In a related discussion, Ryan added that he saw a news story this morning that quoted the 

Next Generation Air Transportation Center at North Carolina State University as advocating for 

aerial flights by state agencies to have a data management plan and a mission. 

http://www.wral.com/prospect-of-drones-in-nc-has-backers-opponents-buzzing/13308285/).  Ryan 

was concerned about an interpretation that would imply that drones are ready to acquire aerial 

imagery instead of sensors in manned aircraft.  

 

http://www.wral.com/prospect-of-drones-in-nc-has-backers-opponents-buzzing/13308285/
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This presents a communication issue for the orthoimagery program.  John explained that 

current technology and federal law means that current aircraft and sensors are technically appropriate 

and cost effective compared to drones (not comparable yet).  Drones are not allowed to fly high 

enough for adequate swaths that would make collection of large areas practical.  The same post-

processing effort would be needed in any case.  NCDOT is following developments in the 

technology.  Tim added that private flight vendors are watching, also.  It will be useful to have an 

explanation ready.  Tim will make Richard Taylor aware of the article and share this discussion.  

 

c. Report on GIS Applications in State Government 

Went to the General Assembly and the Governor’s Office on January 7.  There is no 

feedback to date. 

  

d. Working Group for Census Geospatial Data 

Stan reported that the group is scheduled to hold its first meeting tomorrow in Raleigh for 

organizational purposes.  In the future, Stan will ask the chair, Bob Coats, to report to Management 

and Operations.  Most if not all the slots have been filled.  The group will look at maintenance 

updates of boundaries, features, addresses, and sub-county entities, will develop a timeline, and will 

identify local geospatial needs, standards and resources.  Stan looks forward to the group’s 

preparation for Census 2020 and to seeing the impact of the Census group on imagery, parcels and 

other geospatial data.  

 

4. Preparation for GICC Meeting February 13 

Stan reminded the committee that the Council meeting is on a Thursday this time and asked that they 

remind other designees.  John Dorman has tentatively accepted our invitation to do a presentation on 

LIDAR plans.  Tim added that John and Hope Morgan are happy to present.  Stan emphasized that 

agencies planning large projects are expected to report to the Council under its statutory oversight 

responsibility at the state and local interagency level.  As projects get underway all stakeholders and 

Council members should be aware and involved for collaborative purposes.   

 

Tim invited committee members to send him specific questions about LIDAR plans to pose to John 

Dorman and/or Hope Morgan at the Council meeting.  John Farley has seen a list of deliverables and 

schedule and locations.  Contact can be concentrated in the first phases in a multi-phase approach.  In 

brief, Stan added that there are 19 coastal counties funded by USGS (Hurricane Sandy), and John 

Dorman has a plan to acquire new LIDAR statewide in phases.  Funding is partially available, 

including a share by NCDOT.  The presentation to SMAC is available on the SMAC website.   

 

Stan asked about the implications of having LIDAR acquisition and imagery acquisition in different 

years.  Tim observed that eastern LIDAR will not help imagery processing in mountain regions, but 

it will be applicable in 2016 imagery acquisition in coastal counties.  A discussion shed light on 

timing issues for state and local organizations and opportunities for coordination.   

 
5. Report from Each of the Standing Committees  

Local Government Committee:  Kat Clifton explained that the committee created a first draft 

of statements of value for statewide projects.  She displayed a 2-page document in newsletter 

style.  Kat requested comments and suggestions from the committee as well as from the 

LGC.  She would like to do this quarterly.  Submittals could be from anyone.  John Farley 

endorsed the effort, was pleased that this came from local government, and offered to provide 

content as well.  Ryan asked if the audience could be expanded to local government officials 
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and content could be integrated with other newsletters.  Kat pointed out that distribution is 

not restricted in any way. Stan confirmed support by the Management and Operations 

Committee and suggested that statements from state and local government levels can help 

show collaboration and the value of the Council.  Tim suggested bringing in private sector 

users, as well. Kat will send it out.  The LGC meets next on February 19.  

 

State Government GIS Users Committee:  John Farley reported that the Executive Committee 

meeting is coming up and the agenda is taking shape.  ELA discussions will include Tim.  

Also, John Correllus of ITS will be involved and bring experience to the effort.  It appears 

likely that successful models like the Esri ELA will be recognized and supported.  

 

Federal Interagency Committee:  Drew reported that the general meeting will take place on 

January 30 in Asheville at the Forest Service office.  By request, Drew will include Stan in 

the forthcoming email that will announce the meeting.  CGIA manages the listserv.  Tim and 

Drew will finalize the agenda this week. 

 

Statewide Mapping Advisory Committee:  Much of the SMAC related work was discussed 

earlier in the meeting.  Ryan added that the GNSS (GPS) standard update needs more time 

for integrating comments from NCDOT and others.  The final version will not be ready by 

February 13. John added that NCDOT is finalizing a standard for the department and expects 

that the updated state standard will still be timely for the department.  Tim reminded the 

committee that the Council could act on matters like approving a standard between quarterly 

meetings if necessary.  Ryan pointed out that the USGS Liaison shared that USGS has 

realigned liaisons so that Gary Merrill will be responsible for SC, GA, and NC and may shift 

duties in NC to Silvia Terziotti.  Tim observed that retirements of USGS liaisons tend to not 

be filled.   

 

Technical Advisory Committee:  Colleen Sharpe is now working part-time for Spatial Focus 

(addressing and other consulting) and still working half-time for the City of Raleigh.  The 

TAC has no items to report.  Stan observed that TAC has value for what may be coming in 

information technology.  He asked that Colleen meet with Ryan to discuss how to go 

forward. 

 

6. Other Items from the Group  

Stan announced that on December 27 the Governor’s Office appointed Joseph Sloop to the Council.  

He is Geographic Information Officer for Forsyth County.  He was formerly the town manager of 

Yadkinville.  Tim and Jeff will visit Joseph next week for a new member orientation.  

  

7. Upcoming Topics 

No additional topics. 

 

8. Future Meeting Dates:  

February 17 

March 17 


